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4 NEWS@USU 
You’re a USU theater grad concen-
trating on a career filled with troupes 
and shows, and the next thing you 
know, you get your own front-and-
center seat to events that change the 
geopolitical landscape. Find out what 
Aggie alum Norm McPhee did when 
life was no longer a play.
 
24 A TEAM
Well, we’re here: up and rolling. 
Now it’s time to get the details about 
why USU’s entrance into the Moun-
tain West Conference “absolutely 
changes our trajectory.”
28 ALUMS OF NOTE 
It’s time to check in with the 
2013 Homecoming Honorees: 
Grand Marshals Dave and Barbara 
Kragthorpe; Alumnus of the Year 
Scott Fuhriman; and Young Alumni 
Honorees Cody and Elizabeth 
Bingham. What a group!
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Before Provost Ray Coward retired from Utah State University 
in July, he took the time to consider what it is about this place 
that makes it different, captivating, transformational. What 
would he miss? His introspection now serves as a welcome 
reminder to us all: every year, every day, every moment, this 
place — our place — is something special.
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“The children were so exciTed To see us, 
and when They were given 
Their hearing aids They jusT 
liT up. They kepT wanTing us 
To puT Them in Their ears over 
and over again.”— Karyn Storey 
NEWS@USU
Listen Up, World
They’ve gone eight times before, but 
this year was unique. Instead of just 
conducting the usual hearing assessments, 
otoscopy, and cerumen management in 
various community clinics and schools, 
this year 14 Utah State University 
doctor of audiology students and faculty 
members also joined forces with their 
counterparts from the University of 
Ghana. 
  Part of an ongoing effort by USU 
Professor John Ribera to establish the 
field of audiology in Ghana — where 
there are only five working audiologists 
in the entire country, but now 10 more 
students ready to graduate by 2014 
— the team in May provided hearing 
care in Abomosu, Cape Coast, Accra 
and Korle Bu. Some 180 Ghanaians 
received hearing aids, and 500 more 
ear impressions were taken for future 
placements.
  “The children were so excited to see 
us,” said USU’s Karyn Storey, “and when 
they were given their hearing aids they 
just lit up. They kept wanting us to put 
them in their ears over and over again.”
  USU student Melanie Hill said, 
“I loved having the opportunity to 
work so closely with the students from 
the University of Ghana. They are the 
pioneers of audiology in Ghana, and 
are so well equipped to deal with the 
challenges they will face in establishing 
the practice of audiology in western 
Africa. They are brilliant and motivated, 
and it was a real honor to work alongside 
them for two weeks.”
  “A once-in-a-lifetime cultural 
experience,” said USU student Whitney 
Olsen.
  Knowledge gained? Still measuring.  
Smiles created? Who knows? Sharing 
your skillset with new friends across 
the globe who have never seen the type 
of equipment you take for granted and 
blessing individual lives along the way?  
Well, that’s just an Aggie thing. Wow.
USU’s Suzy Reed cleans the ears of a patient at a school for the deaf 
in Ghana. Photo courtesy of Utah State University Student Academy of 
Audiology.
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Jared Thayne
Utah State University 
Advancement
1440 Old Main Hill
Logan UT 84322-1440
or mageditor@usu.edu
Letters and Comments
 regarding this issue to: 
Jon M. Huntsman, Sr., helped break 
ground in late August for Huntsman 
Hall, the new state-of-the-art $42 million 
business building that will be named for 
him on the Utah State University cam-
pus. He described the new building as a 
place where integrity and ethics would be 
emphasized.
 Jon and Karen Huntsman and a 
number of other dignitaries were at 
the ceremonial groundbreaking for the 
117,000-square-foot addition that will 
wrap around the south and west sides of 
the George S. Eccles Business Building. 
 Huntsman was the lead donor for 
the new building, which is scheduled to 
be completed in the fall of 2015. The 
building will be designed to encourage 
collaboration, teamwork and exploration 
in business education and will feature 
21 classrooms and 21 meeting rooms. 
Huntsman Hall will include several 
centers of excellence focused on entre-
preneurship, leadership and international 
business, school officials say. Two-thirds 
of the building’s funding comes from 
private donors and one-third from state 
of Utah sources.
 Huntsman spoke at the event along 
with Jeffrey D. Clark, the founder, chair-
man and CEO of J.D. Clark & Com-
pany, who also was a major contributor to 
the building.
Huntsman Hall Now Officially Rising
 “Above and beyond one’s study of 
economics, business and finance, may 
our Huntsman students resolve that the 
greatest experience for the human heart 
will be to reach down and lift up an-
other individual who may be struggling,” 
Huntsman said.
 For additional reports on the 
groundbreaking and project progress, visit 
www.huntsman.usu.edu.
“above and beyond one’s sTudy of economics, 
business and finance, may our 
hunTsman sTudenTs resolve 
ThaT The greaTesT experience 
for The human hearT will be 
To reach down and lifT up 
anoTher individual who may 
be sTruggling.”— Jon M. Huntsman 
President Stan L. Albrecht and Jon M. Huntsman, Sr., at the ceremonial 
groundbreaking for Huntsman Hall. Photo by Donna Barry.
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ADMISSIONS AD
Norman McPhee ’63, ’65 MFA was back in town recently. He 
couldn’t miss the 100th anniversary celebration of the Caine 
Lyric Theatre. Since leaving USU, in fact, McPhee has missed 
very little in the theater world. It has been his life, his love, his 
muse; once it produced a front-and-center seat to events that 
would redefine the global political landscape. Theater did that.
 From 1969 to 2001 McPhee gave all he had to Wisconsin’s 
Racine Theatre Guild. He did a little of everything, of course, 
including serving as its managing/artistic director. Alongside 
community partners and loyal guild members, McPhee helped 
put Racine theater on the map, where it rests today as one of the 
top successes among some 4,000 community theater guilds in 
the United States. 
 In fact, during McPhee’s tenure, the Racine group went 
from its original, 200-seat home — which, at various times, 
had served as a church, headquarters to a fraternal organization, 
home to Saturday-night boxing matches and wedding receptions 
(usually separate weekends) and as ground zero for the Racine 
Racing Pigeon Club. “They had built a loft so they could launch 
and recover pigeons,” McPhee said, “that’s how we got the fly 
system into the theater” — to what is today a custom-built facil-
ity, a $1 million budget and an audience of 4,000 annual-ticket 
holders. 
 But in 1991, McPhee found himself a world away from 
Racine, Wisconsin, stuck in Soviet Georgia, which was struggling 
for independence.
 A few years earlier, at the World Amateur Theatre Festi-
val held in the Netherlands, McPhee had brokered a theater 
exchange program with a Georgia troupe. Friendships had blos-
somed and the Georgians had already traveled to the United States 
twice as part of the deal. But logistically it was exhausting: language 
barriers and host families to find, even the FBI to placate (under 
“show-must-go-on” concessions, McPhee had been obliged to offer 
his guests additional “unobtrusive” staff members to serve as agent/
bartenders and agent/ushers during the Georgian productions). 
Still, such international opportunities proved to be career-anchor-
ing experiences, “because of the camaraderie that was built through 
the art,” said McPhee.
 But at the close of the Racine Theatre Guild’s second trip to 
Georgia under the reciprocal agreement, history took over. The 
group had finished its run of Foxfire, and McPhee was just about to 
begin an additional 12 weeks on a directors’ exchange to present an 
American play using Georgian actors. He and the Georgians had 
chosen Still the Mountain Wind, an original play written by USU 
graduate David Wright. With the venerable Vosco Call directing, 
McPhee and others had actually participated in the show during 
an earlier run at the Lyric Theatre in Logan, before USU became 
inextricably tied to the venue. And the play seemed the perfect fit 
for his new friends.
 “When I first went to Georgia, at least to the Caucasus Moun-
tains, I thought I was in Utah,” the Logan-grown McPhee said. 
 But as McPhee was seeing his troupe off on its return home, 
chaos broke. “There was all this confusion going on at the airport,” 
he said. “Everybody in Georgia was very, very upset by what was on 
the news.”
Theater alum Norm McPhee had front-and-center seats to events 
that changed the geopolitical landscape. Photo by Jared Thayne.
One Show and a Window on History
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 Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev had been kidnapped by 
hard-line Communists. The military was trying to take control of 
the government.
 “They were very worried in Georgia,” McPhee said, “because 
Georgia is a rebellious state, always has been. They had already 
had a standoff with the Russians in Tbilisi, the capital city, earlier 
that year.”
 McPhee was genuinely afraid for his departing troupe, and 
its members for him. But the Georgians told McPhee “not to 
worry,” that if things got too wild, they could always take him 
and his brother-in-law, Jerry Allen — another USU graduate, 
who was to stay as McPhee’s scene designer and assistant — to 
safety beyond the Turkish border. 
 “It was always ‘not to worry,’ with 
them,” McPhee said, ‘no problem.’”
 Still McPhee admonished members 
of the Racine Theatre Guild to call him 
as soon as their plane arrived in Warsaw. 
But with the uprising, all the phone lines 
in Georgia had been severed. “I never 
heard from them again for six weeks,” 
McPhee said. 
 Only later did he find out that, an 
hour into the flight, the Racine group 
made an unexpected landing on a 
military base somewhere in Russia. The 
plane didn’t carry enough fuel to make 
it to Moscow. McPhee also later learned 
that, when they finally did make it to Moscow, the group’s Geor-
gian translator felt he owed his U.S. friends a sightseeing tour. 
With tanks blocking the roads and military vehicles everywhere, 
he talked the Americans’ way into Red Square, where the remain-
ing souvenir vendors welcomed their only customers of the day 
with open arms.
 Back in Georgia, McPhee was hunkered at his host’s home 
in the country, the property of which bordered another Russian 
military base. Helicopters ferrying troops into Georgia seemed 
incessant, and it reminded McPhee of his time stationed on 
North Island, in San Diego, during the Cuban Missile Crisis.
 In the Georgian countryside, McPhee fruitlessly tried 
shortwave radio to find information about what was happening. 
He couldn’t contact Allen because his brother-in-law was in a 
completely different area with another host family. Ground travel 
was out of the question. There was nothing to read, no television 
to watch — not even McPhee’s favorite programs of the Moscow 
Opera or the Bolshoi Ballet — and there was no public assembly 
allowed of any kind. Some Georgian citizens demonstrated with 
pitchforks and shovels, bats and clubs; 12-year-old kids carried 
rifles. The country was simply shut down.
 But McPhee still had his USU play to do. He also became 
comfortable with the thought that,  “well, you know, I’m here in 
history.” So he grabbed a video camera with two American flag 
decals on it, put on an NBC T-shirt he happened to have, and 
followed a Japanese film crew everywhere it went. “I shot every-
thing,” he said. “I eventually gave all the footage to CNN.”
 Through it all McPhee and Allen found ways to continue 
rehearsing the play. But time was running out on their 12-week 
stay. 
 “We had this play to do and there could be no public assem-
bly, no advertising of any kind,” McPhee said. 
 It was then that his Georgian directing counterpart called 
the local chief of police, explained that he had an American 
director staging a play of “no political significance” and couldn’t 
they allow just one performance before he had to return to the 
United States?
 Permission was eventually granted but 
only under the stipulation that the play must 
begin at 5 p.m., use no advertising, and that 
the performance must end, with everybody off 
the streets by 9 p.m., “or they will be shot on 
site.”
 By then some phone service had been 
restored and McPhee’s friends in the Georgian 
theater troupe started phone trees, calling 
everyone they knew. By 5 the evening of the 
performance, some 250 people made their 
way through military blockades to forget 
about things, if only briefly, through 
experiencing the USU-influenced Still the 
Mountain Wind.
 “That was an amazing and very emotional moment for me,” 
McPhee said. 
 The Georgian troupe later added the play to its permanent 
repertoire. But for McPhee, all the work and all the stress, all the 
politics and all the life-threatening danger came down to a single 
performance — followed by that military curfew, more skirmish-
es here and there, more gunfire, more explosions, more breaking 
glass, and an early flight the following morning. 
 “At 4 a.m. my host thought he’d keep the car lights off and 
go very, very slow,” McPhee said. “I said, ‘KEEP THE LIGHTS 
ON and go slow; we want to tell them that we’re coming!’”
 One show. One life forever changed. 
 At a blockade before the airport, the car McPhee was 
traveling in was searched, his passport scrutinized. But when the 
searchers were told that he was an American director, traveling to 
Moscow en route home, one more thing happened that McPhee 
will never forget. 
 “The Georgians had a great affinity for the United States. So 
the guy checked my passport, gave it back to me, stepped back 
from the car and saluted me,” McPhee said. “He said, ‘Please sir, 
don’t think ill of Georgia.’”
 Theater did that — when Norm McPhee sat at a window on 
history. 
— Jared Thayne ’99
“we had This play To do and There could be no public 
assembly, no adverTising of 
any kind.”— Norm McPhee
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Prestigious graduate schools of education in the United States for the past 
14 years, Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services 
(U.S. News and World Report, “America’s Best Graduate Schools,” 2014 edition).
Top 2 percent
Graduate student Colby Jensen in USU’s Thermohydraulics 
and Materials Properties Research Center.
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Please, PLEASE don’t tell them, but we, too, some-
times get weary of mass-market rankings organiza-
tions naming Utah State University to one more 
“top schools in the nation” list in this category 
and that. [See accompanying samples.] I say that 
carefully. We take pride, of course, in being listed 
among the nation’s best, and we do note with 
thanks that these rankings systems offer a glimpse 
of our university’s excellence to those who might 
not have heard about us. (Yes, USU students still 
send more research into space than any other 
university, but that doesn’t mean we’ve hit every 
geographical recruiting market on our planet — or in 
our exosphere.)
Instead of rankings, however, we as a university tend to look at 
the mirror a lot. We have our own measures of high quality, our 
own dashboards or analytical markers that tell us how we stack 
up to the competition: to our fellow in-state colleagues, to our 
fellow land grants, to our fellow Research I national institutions. 
FYI: the mirror-view, in addition to those high rankings, looks 
pretty stellar too.
Highest-ranked public university in the West and No.3 
in the nation for lowest tuition in “America’s Top Colleges” 
(Forbes, “Top Colleges,” Aug. 2013).
 
2nd
QUALITIES 
Former Provost 
Ray Coward 
shares his list 
of absolute 
Aggie strengths
‘5
I Will Miss’
USU
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Public university in the nation in “Best Online Bachelor’s Programs” 
by U.S. News and World Report 
(U.S. News and World Report, “Best Online Bachelor’s Programs,” Jan. 2013).
39th
USU’s Executive Vice Presi-
dent and Provost Raymond 
T. Coward retired July 1 after 
serving more than seven years 
as provost, which in lay terms 
is USU’s chief academic of-
ficer. The provost is the person 
whose charge it is to provide 
academic vision and to set our 
path to reach national and 
international distinction in 
teaching, research and engage-
ment. That is, Dr. Coward 
looked into USU’s institution-
al mirror every day, from every 
angle and with a perfectionist’s 
microscope. As he left office, 
he offered a final “ranking” of 
his own, and it’s one you want 
to hear and know. 
 Provost Coward — Ray, by 
now — developed a Power-
Point presentation titled Five 
Qualities of USU That I Will 
Miss, in his mind a compila-
tion of USU’s areas of absolute 
strength that define us as 
unique and that set us apart 
from any university. Keep in mind that his résumé includes lead-
ership stints at some of this nation’s premier universities: dean 
and endowed chair at Penn State University, perhaps the nation’s 
premier land grant; dean at the University of New Hampshire; 
director of the University of Florida’s Institute of Gerontology; 
and, he is one of the nation’s leading scholars and researchers in 
his own area of expertise (health care of older adults). So it is no 
stretch to say that he has seen “excellence” with which to com-
pare the Utah State University experience. 
 His presentation began as a farewell conversation with fellow 
administrators — department heads and deans for the most part. 
But as rave reviews of the talk filtered out across campus, other 
units began asking to hear his rousing assessment. The presenta-
tion was not a reminisce; it was a categorical analysis — a life-
long social scientist’s calculated assessment — meant to put into 
words the soul of this place that he and we all live and breathe 
as students, faculty, staff and 
alumni. And, although the 
provost’s assessment is as data-
driven as one might expect 
from a lifelong researcher, its 
power comes from the soft 
spot in a heart utterly and lov-
ingly sold on the greatness of 
this place, our place.
 So, here we present 
now-retired Provost Coward’s 
Five Qualities of USU I Will 
Miss. With one final thought 
added here: What Utah State 
University will miss about 
Ray Coward — passion worn 
every day on his sleeve and 
presented here one last time 
for all to relish.
Photos left to right: A USU 
ROTC student uses award-
winning technology created 
by mechanical and aerospace 
engineering students to 
ascend a wall. Inside USU’s 
Atmospheric Lidar Observatory. 
Mike Christiansen, Carnegie 
Professor of the Year, 2012. 
A Monument Valley Learning 
Center Aggie.
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“2013 Best Bang for the Buck Rankings” 
by Washington Monthly 
(Washington Monthly, “2013 Best Bang for the Buck Rankings,” Aug. 2013).
23rd
Our great researchers are also 
our great classroom teachers, 
and that phenomenon is not 
the norm at great research 
universities. At one major 
land-grant research university 
(which will go unnamed, but 
it is considered, perhaps, the 
nation’s premier land grant), 
Provost Coward said it was 
standard fare for new research 
faculty to plead out of the 
“teaching” component of 
their role statement. Not at 
USU. At USU, 63 percent of 
classes are taught by tenured 
or tenure-track professors, as 
compared to 29 percent at 
other public research institu-
tions. USU has more Carnegie 
Professors of the Year than 
any institution in the nation, 
and 11 of the last 15 Utah 
Carnegie Professors are from 
USU. And the future of our 
research-teaching paradigm 
looks equally bright: 12 junior 
faculty have received NSF 
Career Awards, prestigious 
national nods given to the best 
and the brightest rising stars in 
their fields.
One of the most compelling 
stories for Provost Coward was 
being part of the university’s 
commitment to increasing 
access to education — with no 
compromise in student qual-
ity. In 10 years, enrollment 
increased 18.5 percent, while 
average ACT scores remained 
a constant 23.5. The university 
expanded its delivery methods 
and delivery sites across the 
state, building a high-quality, 
statewide system that includes 
main campus, two compre-
hensive two-year colleges, 
three regional campuses, 21 
local USU centers and 334 
classrooms for delivery of 
1. USU’s Dual 
Commitment to 
Research and 
Instruction
2. USU’s Commitment to Access
interactive video conferencing. 
One instructor, teaching from 
our Brigham City campus, had 
25 students in five locations 
throughout the state. Imagine 
sitting in Vernal with your gui-
tar, taking lessons on the big 
screen from Carnegie Professor 
and nationally renowned gui-
tar legend Mike Christiansen.  
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In the nation among Colleges of Education for total research dollars received 
by a college, Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services 
(U.S. News and World Report, America’s Best Graduate Schools, 2014 edition).
4th
The video made international 
news, so it was no secret to 
anyone when Provost Coward 
introduced his comments 
about USU’s remarkable stu-
dents by showing the clip of a 
burning car with a motorcy-
clist trapped underneath and 
USU students risking their 
lives to save the young man. 
Undergrad students, graduate 
students — grad students from 
around the world, mind you 
— campus workers and staff, 
and, to be fair, brave com-
munity members also. That 
moment of bravery, that spon-
taneous community action, 
captured the spirit that defines 
our student body across the 
board. USU students are high 
academic performers with 
strong values and a strong 
sense of community who travel 
the world as part of volunteer 
humanitarian efforts to make 
a difference. Even our student 
athletes — long the academic 
bane of other prestigious 
research institutions — lead 
our rivals in the classroom: 
in all-conference academic 
honors, in cumulative GPA, 
in graduation success rates. 
NOTE: Our football team’s 
on-the-field upward track (yes, 
we’re kicking some serious 
butt, that is to say) is matched 
equally by an upward trend in 
the team’s GPA since it started 
its winning ways in ’09.  
USU has a long history 
of research innovation, as 
evidenced by projects that 
have received international 
renown in the areas of spider 
silk technology, healthy aging, 
water sustainability, space 
weather forecasting, animal 
cloning, understanding addic-
tion … and — you might get 
the point — in many, many 
other areas. We are taking that 
research success even further in 
an expanding number of cases 
by taking those technological 
successes and commercializing 
them into market-success sto-
ries. That willingness to push 
the envelope in the research 
3. USU Students
4. USU’s 
Readiness to 
Innovate
Photos left to right: Hands-
on learning with Extension 
Vegetable Specialist and Profes-
sor of Horticulture Dan Drost. 
Jordan Nielsen, all-conference 
student-athlete. People with 
ties to USU and its surround-
ing community brave flames to 
make a daring rescue. USTAR 
Professor Randy Lewis and 
spider silk technology. Aggie 
faithful shout ‘I Believe’ in the 
Dee Glen Smith Spectrum.
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Most Social Media Friendly MBA School, 
Jon M. Huntsman School of Business 
(OnlineMBAPage.com, Jan. 2013)
25th
5. USU’s Faculty 
and Academic 
Leadership
arena also defines USU’s edu-
cational persona: we are lead-
ers in instructional innovation 
too, expanding our online and 
distance education capabilities 
dramatically. We have close to 
5,000 students taking online 
courses around the world, and 
we now offer seven bachelor’s 
degrees and seven master’s 
degrees fully online. That, of 
course, says nothing about 
USU’s comprehensive system 
of campuses and classrooms 
throughout the state.
Point number five reiterated 
Provost Coward’s exclamation 
points about USU’s world-
class faculty, and teamed those 
accolades with praise for the 
university’s educational leader-
ship. The administration. USU 
faculty + USU administration 
= a unique combination of 
capable people working in tan-
dem to continue the tradition-
al strengths of the university 
and carry them forward, with 
new team leaders filling posi-
tions and adding vision for an 
even brighter future. 
5. (a) I Believe!
Watch this clip of our “I Believe That We Will Win” video. 
(http://www.usu.edu/ibelieve). He believes:
 • That USU is a great university with the ambition to be 
better
 • That USU is more innovative and willing to adapt than 
many of our peers
 • That USU has the combination for greatness — talented 
and eager students; world-class faculty; and dedicated and loyal 
graduates
 And, that he encountered something special here, something 
that changed him — for good. Which, of course, is what we 
promise will happen.
— Tim Vitale ’92
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The Fry Street Quartet on The Crossroads Project: “We’re paying attention 
to what the science is telling us, and we want to make our music relevant 
to the discussion.” Photo courtesy of Mary Kay Gaydos Gabriel.
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That word — passion — bookends the 
description of  The Crossroads Project, a 
unique, collaborative effort that brings the worlds 
of science and the arts together in one package, 
tied neatly with a musical bow. It also describes 
the key players: Dr. Robert Davies, a physicist and 
educator at Utah State University, and Rebecca 
McFaul, who represents Utah State’s resident 
string quartet, The Fry Street Quartet.
 So what is The Crossroads Project? At its core, it’s a communication piece. 
And, to its creators, it has an important message. But it’s the unique vehicle that 
presents the message that distinguishes the project.
 The overarching theme of The Crossroads Project — and yes, the name is 
intentional since it implies we are at an intersection and can choose our path — is 
sustainability, with a very important sub-set of climate change. Davies says science 
is telling us that we have very little time to change directions to avoid the worst 
impacts and avoid the unwanted consequences. Human social structures as we 
know them are unsustainable, he says.
 “Our most urgent concern right now is climate change,” Davies says. “Those 
issues will come to a head during the first half of this century. But, we’ve got an 
opportunity to change paths.”
 Yes, we are at a crossroads and everyone involved outlines a possible map to 
the future.
PROJECT
Crossroads
Passion. 
Science.
Arts. 
Passion.
THE
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Telling the story …
It wasn’t as if Davies was a prophet in the wilderness. He’s given 
scientific-based lectures on the subject to dozens of audiences.  
After all, science is this great human enterprise that makes us 
understand things, he says, but something wasn’t connecting.
Enter the Fry Street Quartet
“Many of the members of Fry Street had heard Rob talk,” Mc-
Faul says. “As individuals we are all concerned and have been for 
years. We’re paying attention to what the science is telling us, and 
we want to make our music relevant to the discussion.”
 Davies approached the quartet with an invitation to become 
involved in the ever-evolving project. He wanted, McFaul sur-
mised, to change things up a bit — he needed to move from the 
head to the heart. And, with its familiarity with Davies and his 
message, the quartet quickly came on board. And it was a group 
decision — there was a consensus to get involved, not only in 
the message, but in shaping that message. In the musical realm, a 
string quartet — or any quartet for that matter — must work as 
one. Just as the members’ musical choices must be committed in 
the same way, so too goes the group’s decisions outside the musi-
cal realm. 
 “We followed our beliefs,” McFaul says. “We feel it’s an 
artist’s responsibility to help reflect on areas of society that need 
illuminating. The idea that we could do some of that as a quartet 
was hugely invigorating, but not without risks.”
 The musicians, it seemed, had as much passion to join the 
project as the scientist.
 “I was surprised how primed the arts community was to 
have a voice in this kind of project,” Davies says.
The work begins …
The notion for the Crossroads Project was raised approximately 
four years ago. It involved comments and ideas from those in-
volved and from outside.  The “script,” for lack of a better word, 
would be based on Davies’s science-based lectures. As the form 
developed, that information was introduced by, supported and 
interpreted by the music. Soon other art forms were introduced, 
including paintings, photographs, sculpture and movement, 
combining to add aural and visual textural fabric to the piece. 
Short, scientific soliloquy from USU’s Robert Davies shapes the spoken 
narrative of The Crossroads Project. Photo courtesy of Garth Lenz.
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Enter the artists …
“When we began, the structure was very simple,” McFaul says. 
“We wanted to start with a draft, an outline, and see where it 
went.”
 That early start included a string quartet by Shostakovich, 
but soon, Fry Street commissioned a new work after McFaul, 
acting as a curator, searched the inventory of existing music but 
never found that perfect match. During the process she was led 
to composer Laura Kaminsky, who, after being contacted, agreed 
to a commission for an original work for the project. The result 
was a string quartet titled Rising Tide that can be performed as a 
stand-alone work but also forms the musical core of The Cross-
roads Project. Kaminsky’s quartet, like the Crossroads perfor-
mance, is divided into four sections, each musically reinforcing 
the text. 
 With Kaminsky on board, other artists were added to the 
mix, including painter Rebecca Allen, a New York-based painter 
whose work centers on the landscape and themes of music; 
Garth Lenz, an internationally known environmental photogra-
pher; Lyman Whitaker, a sculptor with 50-plus years experience 
who focuses on creating kinetic art — wind sculptures — that 
respond to the changing currents of the wind; and Camille 
Audiences still have the opportunity to experience  
The Crossroads Project 
in 2014 
A New York area tour is planned, as well as a stop in 
Iowa City, Iowa. 
NEW YORK AREA TOUR
Sunday, Feb. 9, 2014
SUNY Purchase
Purchase, N.Y.
Time / Venue TBA
Thursday, Feb. 13, 2014
Symphony Space
New York City (Manhattan), N.Y.
Time: TBA
Saturday, Feb. 15, 2014
Hudson Opera House
Hudson, N.Y.
Time: TBA
Sunday, Feb. 16, 2014
Wave Hill Public Garden and Cultural Center
New York City (the Bronx), N.Y.
Time: TBA
*Additional dates and locations may be announced
IOWA
Tuesday, April 8, 2014
University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa
Riverside Recital Hall, 7:30 p.m.
**Beginning in summer 2013, The Crossroads Project calculates 
a carbon footprint for its travel to and from performances and 
purchases carbon offsets through NativeEnergy.
“as individuals we are all concerned 
and have been for years. 
we’re paying aTTenTion To 
whaT The science is Telling 
us, and we wanT To make 
our music relevanT To The 
discussion.”— Rebecca McFaul
the
KEEPING
LEGACY ALIVE
Now, sharing your Aggie traditions can go 
farther than ice cream and a trip to Logan. The 
Alumni Legacy Nonresident Waiver helps to 
bridge the financial gap for prospective 
students with a Utah State heritage! Children 
and grandchildren of graduated Aggies can 
attend USU for the same price as in-state 
students. Like they say: ONCE AN 
AGGIE, ALWAYS AN AGGIE.
TO QUALIFY FOR THE TUITION WAIVER, PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS MUST:
–  Be admitted to Utah State University
–  Have a parent or grandparent who earned an associate degree 
     or higher from Utah State University (verification required)
–  Enroll as a first-time student.
TO APPLY or ASK QUESTIONS:
Contact the Admissions Office at 
800.488.8108, or visit usu.edu/legacy
Keeping the Legacy alive just became a whole lot easier.
ALUMNI LEGACY NONRESIDENT WAIVER
NEWS@USU
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Litalien, a movement artist whose improvisational movement 
provided important physical transitions between the spoken word, 
images or music in the performance.
 This creative team combined its individual artistic endeavors 
and specialties with Davies and Fry Street for a week-long series 
of lectures, master classes, panel discussions and exhibits at USU, 
capped with the performance of The Crossroads Project.
 “Putting the Crossroads Project together has been a true col-
laborative effort,” Davies says. “Anytime I’ve asked an artist to par-
ticipate, I can barely get the words out before they jump on board.”
The performance …
The performance portion of the project is structured in four 
elements — water, life, food and society. The information is pre-
sented in the form of a short, scientific soliloquy by Davies.
 The program opens with a musical prelude and a prologue by 
Davies and each section includes a scientific soliloquy.
 All the music in the piece, including Kaminsky’s music and 
other selections, has been carefully considered, McFaul says. The 
opening features the first movement from Haydn’s Sunrise quartet.  
 “The opening music is beautiful,” McFaul says. “Haydn is the 
‘enlightenment’ composer. The music is organized and structured. 
The Crossroads performance opens with no words — it sounds 
like the beginning of a concert — and we finish with music. Music 
is the last thing people hear.”
 Davies’s soliloquy in the performance’s concluding section, 
society or societus, is expanded. The performance illustrates the 
wonder of natural systems and how they work. In the final section 
the impact of human systems on ecosystems is shown, especially 
through a series of images shown in complete silence.    
 Then, the final music begins, the fourth movement of 
Janáček’s First String Quartet, a magnificent, programmatic work, 
McFaul says, describing the last movement as “beautiful, mourn-
ful, violent at times, ending with heart-wrenching remorse and, 
perhaps, a bit of a question. This is where we want to leave the 
audience.”
 Both Davies and McFaul consider the performance as 
organic, ever-changing and evolving through its various per-
formances, whether in Mexico, Brazil, or Park City, Utah. Its 
largest audience was a group of 1,500 sustainability educators at 
a conference in Los Angeles. But wherever it’s been performed, 
The Crossroads Project response has been consistent and posi-
tive, although there is often the audible sound of weeping near 
the conclusion.  
 “The Crossroads Project offers a deep mediation on the 
choices before us, the paths they forge and the dramatically dif-
ferent landscapes to which they lead,” Davies concludes.
 And at the end of the experience, there is one thing that is 
clear: the artists are passionate about the science and the scientist 
is equally as passionate about the music. And, from the response, 
it’s a powerful collaboration. 
 Much more information on the Crossroads Project, 
including a section on resources, is available at its website 
http://www.thecrossroadsproject.org/index.html.
— Patrick Williams ’74
USU’s Fry Street Quartet: Acting 
on the artist’s responsibility to 
‘reflect on areas of society that 
need illuminating.’
1
Get the Scoop:      
AGGIE ICE CREAM
Yup, other universities may have their own creameries, 
and yup, there will always be that misguided brother-in-
law who wants to debate which is better. But here’s the 
thing: next time you are in charge of a family reunion, 
or a wedding reception or any social gathering at all, 
you can shut ’em all up lickety-split. Put out campus 
ice creams from all competitors and then sit back and 
watch your guests embrace the cold hard truth: Aggie 
Ice Cream will disappear first every time, usually before 
anyone even utters a word. And if you’re going big, you 
might as well go blue. Inside trackers know that Aggie 
Blue Mint is probably not only one of the most popular 
flavors, but buys you bonus points in Aggie heaven. Go 
Big Blue!
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How BLUE are
YOU?OK, you’ve made it to   
  the Promised  
         Land: you’re              
   part of a fresh crop of Aggies 
beginning your experience just this 
semester, or you are returning for a 
visit after way too many years away. 
What should you do? Where should 
you go? And what should you know?  
We asked and you responded, so 
here we offer a list of 14 items (in no 
particular order) every Aggie should 
check-off — or a least witness — 
before leaving, or upon returning 
to campus. It’s not meant to be all 
inclusive, of course; only a start. And 
we’d love to hear what more you 
might add. mageditor@usu.edu
2
3
4
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Pucker Up, True Aggie, PUCKER UP
Of course it’s on our list; it’s going to come up in every discussion for the rest of your 
life. As soon as you mention USU, somebody’s going to want to know if you are, indeed, 
a True Aggie. Our advice: might as well pucker up early on and get kissed on the “A” at 
midnight to remove all doubt. Just remember, True Aggiehood can only be granted from 
an already-True Aggie under a full moon. Or, if you are making the commitment and 
journeying to higher spheres together, make sure it happens on Homecoming in the fall, 
or on A-Day in the spring. Everything else is just for practice. 
Own Your Own Verb 
On the QUAD 
Study. Flirt. Nap. Play Ultimate Frisbee. Whatever. 
For Aggies of every age, the surprise realization 
one day comes that the Quad — and by extension, 
Old Main Hill — just “feels like home.” It’ll hit 
you while walking across those improbably broad 
sidewalks, or just after removing flip flops to rake 
your toes through the plenitudinous grass, but at 
some point, it will hit you: you’ve never belonged 
anywhere else like you do here. So embrace it now; 
amplify the nostalgia.
Channel Your Inner 
Strength Through 
CHANTING 
Get to the game, find your seat, and then 
roll up your sleeves and watch the hair 
on your arms stand up and dance like 
the Aggie Spirit Squad. There’s nothing 
more electrifying in all of college sports 
than USU’s vertically jumped “I Believe 
That We Will Win” chant. Period. In 
fact, once your central nervous system 
melts in overload that first time, you 
may be surprised how many more times 
your reflexes want to involuntarily help 
you relive it — board meetings, church, 
wherever. You just can’t shake this feeling. 
And it’s totally worth getting an extra 
game ticket for a friend who has never 
experienced it, because the video you’ll 
take in that precise moment they actually 
see the Aggie light is sure to go viral. “I 
Believe That We Will Win,” “I Believe 
That We Will Win,” “I Believe That We 
Will Win.” Dang. We’ll never get enough 
of that. See: www.usu.edu/ibelieve
76
5
8
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Chew On It: 
HAZEL’S SLICE OR 
MARV N’ JOE  
An Aggie classic and — let’s be hon-
est — not for the faint of carbs, but 
the likelihood of either you or a former 
roommate living on these thick slices of 
back-home-comfort for an entire semester 
is pretty good, isn’t it? Whether it’s a 
slice of Original Cinnamon and Raisin 
buckling under wheelbarrow dumps of 
melting honey butter, or the Marv n’ 
Joe — that goose-bump-blend simplicity 
of provolone, Parmesan, oil and vinegar, 
fresh tomatoes, garlic butter and salt — 
your tongue is sure to cramp up … just 
before it shouts, ‘Hey! Why don’t we do 
this again tomorrow.”
Wail Away at 
FINALS WEEK HOWL
You’ll feel as though you’re getting away 
with something, because you are. But if 
you get the chance to let a little steam 
off in a public place, and that place just 
happens to be the usually quiet and 
reserved Merrill-Cazier Library — right 
before your most stress-filled week — 
well, howl away dear Aggie. Howl away!
Rock Your Shorts and 
FLIP FLOPS IN FEBRUARY
Makes no sense at all, defies all logic, and would, in fact, be panned by any self-respect-
ing reality-show fashionista, but nothing says “I’m ready to redefine higher education” 
quicker than trudging through knee-deep snow in basketball shorts and flip flops. And 
the irony of that parka to complete the ensemble? Brilliant! We need reminding that at 
the core of our collective Aggie strength lies our cherished individuality. So thanks, O 
brave and frosted one. Thanks.
Purify Yourself at the 
PERFORMANCE HALL
It’s a living, fine-tuneable, jewel-box of a venue. Even the heating and air condition-
ing systems are suspended on rubber dampers and hidden behind concrete bastions to 
eliminate errant noise before it hits your ears. Then, of course, baffles and panels are 
fine-tuned to accommodate and expertly enhance specific performances, be they jazz, 
opera, piano, or the spoken word. For the purest of the pure experiences, nothing beats 
the Manon Caine Russell Kathryn Caine Wanlass Performance Hall. Ahh.
Original recipe: Sweet Hazel 
Spackman, now 82.
10
7
8
9
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Make Time for a 
LOGAN CANYON AUTUMN
Stage your own death via eye-candy overdose. Hit it just right and first you will gasp, 
then drool, then reach that impenetrable state of nirvana. It never lasts long, but there 
are years you won’t find any more mesmerizing fall colors on the planet than the ones we 
see in Logan Canyon and its surrounding areas. New England, Colorado, we mean it: 
you don’t get luxury tour buses photobombing frame after frame for nothing! 
Take the 
CAMPUS 
SCULPTURE TOUR
Younger Aggies will probably come up with names of their 
own for the artwork, but with 42 sculptures to see as of 
2013, they’ll also love the chance to explore the entire Logan 
campus while perhaps being inspired to create something on 
their own. Actual names of the installations and information 
about the artists is available online, and the USU Wellness 
Center has mapped three different walking routes, too, 
making it easy to pick your stroll and your genre.

13
12
11 14GO TO TOWN
USU is lucky enough to have great 
neighbors with big arts. Seriously, if 
you haven’t recently treated yourself to 
the theater, gallery showings, live music 
or myriad other offerings on Logan’s 
art-scene menu, you’re missing half the 
benefit of being an Aggie. This town 
somehow allows us all the opportunity 
to live far beyond our means. Yes, the 
university is a big part of that, launch-
ing singers, visual artists, musicians and 
actors into the steady flow of local and 
national talent, but Logan consistently 
and splendidly stages them all to earn top 
grades, for which we offer our sincere, 
art-felt thanks.
Memorize USU’S LIST OF . . . 
Regional campuses, distance education centers, two-year comprehensive colleges, and locations of class-
rooms that deliver the Aggie experience through interactive video conferencing.
 No? OK, then just skip ahead to the part where you get a box of pushpins and a map of Utah and 
start to see and appreciate USU accessibility blossoming before your eyes. Go Aggies — everywhere!
STUDY AT THE 
AMPHITHEATER 
During that 
Five-minute Spring
It’s true, we can’t wait to move up and 
down those stairs as soon as the ice 
breaks, and that means we pretty much 
reserve this one for special mornings and 
late evenings come summer. Still, we’re 
betting this year you’ll see at least three 
engagement/high school senior portraits 
staged there because hey, those arcing 
lines can’t be denied. But it’s the view that 
will lift your studies to new heights, so 
float on over and soak it in. 
Live, Breathe, 
SING THE SCOTSMAN
Any break, any game; it’s just what Aggies do. But if you’re going in, go all in, because 
if you happen to be the only one in the arena not swaying your arms at the right time, 
you’re going to end up with an elbow in your ear.  And bonus points for standing up 
and getting it started on the road, showing a true blooded Aggie, indeed!
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     To appreciate the significance of Utah State University’s new membership in the 
Mountain West Athletic Conference is to understand the five decades of Aggie sports 
history preceding it. 
     When several universities formed the Western Athletic Conference in 1962 and 
excluded Utah State, it sent the Aggies on an odyssey that included 18 years of NCAA 
independence and memberships in the PCAA/Big West and Sun Belt Conferences 
before finally joining the WAC in 2005.  
     Equally important to the story is the school’s unwavering leadership at a time in 
2010 when the WAC began to weaken, leadership that insisted Utah State set its sights 
on stability in its conference affiliation.
     Intercollegiate alliances like these always benefit more than just departments of 
athletics and USU President Stan Albrecht and Vice President and Director of Athletics 
Scott Barnes realized that as they carried out their plan to shepherd Utah State to higher 
ground.
     We all know the end result: USU officially joined the 15-year old Mountain West 
July 1 of this year.
     But a look back at the work Albrecht and Barnes did during a critical 21-month 
period from August, 2010 to May, 2012, when USU accepted the official MWC invita-
AGGIES’ ENTRANCE IN THE MWC ‘ABSOLUTELY CHANGES OUR TRAJECTORY’
The invitation to join the Mountain West Conference brings 
smiles to USU’s Pres. Stan Albrecht and Vice President and 
Director of Athletics Scott Barnes.
UP  ROLLING&
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tion, explains how the Aggies arrived in the 
new conference ready to make their mark. 
     Pres. Albrecht describes some of it as  
“serendipity,” issues out of his control.
     But there is much more to the story.
     The changing landscape of intercolle-
giate athletics was apparent by the middle 
of 2010 as the Aggies were preparing for 
their sixth season of competition in the 
Western Athletic Conference.
     Albrecht was chair of the WAC Presi-
dents Council at a time when Boise State 
announced plans to leave the WAC for the 
Mountain West. He and the council knew 
to keep their conference strong would 
require a proactive approach as schools all 
over the country were jumping from one 
league to another.
     Brigham Young University’s decision 
during that time to become independent 
in football meant it needed a conference 
affiliation for its other sports.
     Under Albrecht’s leadership the WAC 
presidents invited BYU to bring those 
sports into the Western Athletic Confer-
ence and administrators in Provo were 
open to the invitation but sought assur-
ances there would be no more defections 
to further weaken the WAC. 
     An agreement was forged to strengthen 
the alliance among the remaining schools 
but when Fresno State and Nevada left 
to join Boise State, the WAC’s future 
as a football-playing conference was in 
jeopardy.
     That is when Albrecht and Barnes 
stepped back and examined not only the 
future of the WAC but of their aspirations 
for USU athletics.
     To keep the league viable WAC leaders 
focused on a search for other football-play-
ing institutions. The USU administration 
was fully invested in that effort.
     At the same time Albrecht and Barnes 
re-examined their five-year football excel-
lence plan and judged it was on target as a 
result of Coach Gary Andersen’s hiring in 
2009. Also, they prepared to advance the 
Aggies into an unknown future confident 
of the nation’s respect for Stew Morrill’s 
basketball success. 
     With a focus on needed facilities im-
provements, they took the conversation to 
important supporters of the program.
     “Jim Laub (CEO, Cache Valley 
Electric) was absolutely key to this,” said 
Albrecht, “with his willingness again to 
invest in USU athletics.”
     It was Laub’s continuing generosity that 
led to the building of the 69,000-square 
foot athletics and academics complex in 
Romney Stadium’s north end zone .
     It bears Jim and Carol Laub’s name and 
is the centerpiece of USU’s commitment 
to facilities growth. It changed the Aggie 
landscape.
     Albrecht knew, though, as important 
as Laub was he couldn’t carry the Aggies 
on his back alone; others would have to be 
willing to help.
     “That has happened big time and it’s 
been absolutely essential to where we are,” 
said Albrecht.
     Utah State dealt successfully with ques-
tions of campus facilities and concerns 
about access to what some regarded as the 
school’s remote northern Utah location.
     Albrecht and Barnes were convinced 
if they could persuade those of influence 
in the Mountain West to visit the USU 
campus, the school would sell itself.
     They were right.
     “We needed to have them come and 
look and hopefully get beyond past percep-
tions that may have been holding us back. 
We wanted them to see the reality of Utah 
State University today,” said Albrecht. 
     The core qualities of the university 
came into focus for MWC Commis-
sioner Craig Thompson on his first visit to 
Logan. Albrecht said the Mountain West’s 
decision-makers realized how well USU fit 
into the conference.
     Some of the serendipity, Albrecht men-
tioned, came into play when San Diego 
State and Boise State announced plans to 
leave the Mountain West for the Big East 
Conference. Thus, the MWC was again 
considering new members.
     By then, the Aggies had positioned 
themselves with new facilities, plus com-
CHUCKIE
KEETON
mitments to construct a strength training 
center and a basketball practice venue 
with donated funds, in addition to a 
campaign of education that answered the 
prevailing questions about USU. 
     Utah State was ready. 
     “At the end of the day, after they 
visited Logan, the academic quality of our 
institution shone forth,” said Albrecht. 
“They became familiar with how forward-
looking this institution is. 
     “Our entire campus community can 
take pride in understanding the role 
it played in our invitation to join the 
Mountain West,” said Albrecht.
     The Aggies also scored points as 
the Mountain West sought to create a 
geographically based conference, a logi-
cal approach that has been lost in other 
expansion stories around the country.
     For example, the San Jose trip was the 
Aggies’ nearest league football road game 
last fall; it will be the longest conference 
trip the team will make this season.
     “Dr. Albrecht and Scott Barnes have 
been phenomenal through this process,” 
said Commissioner Thompson. “Certain-
ly they can’t control things like market 
size and wins and losses. But their vision, 
plus the new facilities and the com-
mitment to athletics and the successes, 
particularly in the two most visible sports 
of football and men’s basketball, perhaps 
set them above the rest.
     “The campus in Logan feels and looks 
like a number of our other places — 
Wyoming and Colorado State, another 
land-grant university, for example — and 
it did not hurt that their academics go 
right to the top of our league. It is just a 
great fit,” Thompson said.
    Barnes is convinced the Mountain 
West Conference got it right with expan-
sion this time.
     “We’re now aligned with like institu-
tions and re-connecting with regional ri-
vals that go back decades,” he said. “This 
absolutely changes our trajectory to grow 
in athletics and as an institution.”
     During the two-year period leading 
to the MWC invitation, Albrecht kept a 
busy schedule, not the least part of which 
was the school’s very successful compre-
hensive campaign. At the same time, in 
building support for USU’s can-
didacy athletically, he main-
tained contact with friends in 
key administrative positions 
in the west and throughout the nation.   
     “Through this entire process, I can’t 
emphasize enough the importance of Scott 
Barnes’ involvement,” said Albrecht. “His 
respect among fellow athletic department 
leaders and his contacts in intercollegiate 
athletics were invaluable.”
     Not surprisingly, there is a restlessness 
in the Aggie Nation, which refuses to re-
gard membership in the new league as 
the end-all achievement in the school’s 
125-year history.
     Aggie junior quarterback Chuckie 
Keeton, the school’s first ever Heisman Tro-
phy candidate, said student-athletes have 
followed the news with excitement.  
     “We know we’re moving up and we’re 
definitely trying to make our name 
known as being a great program, not 
just having a good season or a good 
two seasons. We’re trying to leave a 
legacy as a great program.”
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     “USU is in great hands right now,” 
said Jim Laub, an Aggie fan since his 
youth. “This is our golden age, not only 
for athletics but for the university as a 
whole. That doesn’t mean we’ve peaked. I 
think our greatest years are ahead of us. 
     “President Albrecht has provided un-
matched leadership. Our leadership, both 
athletically and across the board, has been 
second to none in my experience.”
— Craig Hislop ’72 “ “usu is in greaT hands righT now. 
This is our golden age, 
noT only for aThleTics buT for The 
universiTy as a whole. 
ThaT doesn’T mean we’ve peaked. 
i Think our greaTesT years are ahead 
of us. ”— jim laubJENNIFER 
SCHLOTTCHARI
HAWKINS
A  T E A M
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Cody and Elizabeth Bingham
Homecoming 2013
Young Alumni Honorees
Cody and Elizabeth Bingham (natives of 
Jerome, Idaho, and Colfax, Wis., respec-
tively) are alumni from the College of 
Agriculture and Applied Sciences at Utah 
State University. Cody graduated with 
Bachelor of Science degrees in Agri-busi-
ness and Agricultural Systems Technology 
in 2006, continuing on to earn an MBA 
in International Food and Agribusiness in 
2008 from The Royal Agricultural Uni-
versity in Cirencester, England.  Elizabeth 
earned her Bachelor of Science degree in 
Agricultural Education in 2007. 
 During their time at USU both 
Cody and Elizabeth served as College 
of Agriculture Student Ambassadors 
and Cody served as the ASUSU Col-
lege of Agriculture’s Student Senator and 
ASUSU Senator Pro Tempore during 
2005-2006. Cody and Elizabeth both 
received several scholarships to support 
them financially and to return the favor 
have established their own scholarship 
to benefit current students in similar 
programs.
 Since graduation Cody’s employment 
has had them participating in production 
agriculture.  They spent two years corpo-
rate farming in Kennewick, Wash., after 
which opportunities arose for their family 
to return to Jerome, and begin farming 
in partnership on the family farm.  The 
3,200-acre farm consists of irrigated row 
crops such as sugarbeets, corn, wheat and 
alfalfa. They now have three sons: Keegan 
(5), Oliver (3) and Calvin (1) who all love 
riding in the tractors and trucks.
 Cody currently serves on the Ag Col-
lege’s Alumni Council, as a Local Advisor 
for Northwest Farm Credit, as alternate on 
the Farm Service Agency County Commit-
tee, as a station director for the Northside 
Sugarbeet Growers Association and sits 
on the Seed and Research Alliance for the 
Snake River Sugar Company.  Elizabeth 
currently serves as a member of the Jerome 
County Fair Board.  
 In their spare time they love to travel 
to new places both near and far, and both 
recently became SCUBA certified. Cody 
likes woodworking and Elizabeth enjoys 
gardening.
Dave and Barbara Kragthorpe
Homecoming 2013 
Grand Marshals
Dave and Barbara Kragthorpe have been 
supporters of Utah State University since 
meeting there as students. After marry-
ing in 1958, Dave and Barbara began 
giving back to USU in 1959 through the 
Buck-of-the-Month Club, the precur-
sor to the Big Blue Scholarship Fund. 
And while their lives have taken them to 
various places throughout the country, 
the Kragthorpes continually supported 
Utah State. They are members of USU’s 
Old Main Society, President’s Touchdown 
Club and the Merlin Olsen Fund. They 
are also lifetime members of the USU 
Alumni Association and have financially 
supported the Alumni Association at the 
Legacy Level. 
  While at USU, Dave lettered in 
football and baseball. He was twice named 
to the All-Skyline Conference team and 
selected for USU’s All-Century Team. He 
received both his bachelor’s in 1955 and 
a master’s, in school administration, in 
1963, from USU.
  Barbara attended USU from 1956-
1958. While at USU, Barbara was an 
officer in Associated Women Students and 
Women’s Intramural Association, co-
chaired the Winter Carnival and was on 
the USU yearbook Buzzer staff. Barbara 
was also a Chi Omega. She later went on 
to earn a bachelor’s from the University of 
Montana in 1967 and a master’s in educa-
tional psychology from BYU in 1972. She 
was a high school counselor for 17 years.
  Dave began his collegiate coaching 
career at the University of Montana in 
1964 and became head football coach 
at South Dakota State in 1969. He then 
served as offensive line coach and offensive 
coordinator at BYU. Later he became head 
coach for the Idaho State University Ben-
gals in 1980. In 1981 the Bengals won the 
Big Sky Conference and Division 1-AA 
National Championship. In 1983, Dave 
stepped away from the sidelines to become 
athletic director at USU. He returned to 
coaching at Oregon State University and 
was honored as PAC-10 Coach of the Year 
in 1989. In 1994, Dave was hired by the 
USU Alumni Association to help revive 
the alumni chapters program.
  Dave has been recognized several 
times for his achievements and has been 
inducted into the USU Athletic Hall of 
Fame, Idaho State University Hall of Fame 
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and has been honored by the Utah Sports 
Hall of Fame Foundation. The National 
Football Foundation and College Hall of 
Fame honored Dave for his outstanding 
contributions to amateur football. He cur-
rently serves as a member of the National 
Advisory Board for Aggie Athletics. 
  Dave and Barbara have two sons, 
Kurt, a USU graduate, and Steve. Kurt is 
a prominent sportswriter for The Salt Lake 
Tribune, while Steve is a college football 
coach at Louisiana State University. Dave 
and Barbara have three grandsons, Chris, 
Brad and Nik, all currently at LSU.
Scott Fuhriman
Homecoming 2013
Alumnus of the Year
Scott Fuhriman came to Utah State 
University in the early 1970s to study 
agricultural systems and technology. He 
enjoyed his time at the university and still 
bleeds Aggie blue. Scott, along with his 
brother, Michael, took over a family farm 
that has been in the family for 110 years in 
Pocatello Valley, Idaho. Scott and Michael 
have worked on the farm for decades and 
grow wheat, alfalfa and some specialty seed 
crops. 
 Scott was blessed with two children, 
Dusty and Dixy. In September 2005 Scott 
lost his only son, Dusty, in a tragic van ac-
cident that took the lives of eight students 
and one faculty member in the USU Agri-
cultural Systems and Technology program. 
Instead of growing bitter at this terrible 
loss, Scott chose to give back. He took the 
money he had saved for Dusty’s college 
and established an endowed scholarship 
in Dusty’s name at USU. He attends the 
College of Agriculture and Applied Sci-
ences scholarship banquet every year and 
meets those students who are so much like 
Dusty, hard working, with strong ethics 
and great hope for the future.  
 In 2011, Scott also named a soil lab in 
the new agricultural science building after 
his son Dusty.  Later in 2012, shortly after 
the loss of his father, N. Dean Fuhriman, 
Scott established an endowed scholarship 
for him as well.  
  Scott was recently re-elected to serve 
on the Farm Service Agency county com-
mittee for Oneida County in Idaho. This 
will be his third and final three-year term 
on the committee. For the last 10 years, he 
has served on the board for the Idaho grain 
producers association, representing Oneida 
County.  
   Scott’s generosity toward students and 
desire to give back to his alma mater have 
also inspired others to give back. Scott 
encouraged his uncle, Carl Fonnesbeck, to 
start an endowed scholarship in the Col-
lege of Agriculture and Applied Sciences, 
earlier this year. Currently Scott and his 
brother, Michael, along with his uncle, 
Carl, are finalizing a gift of a 30-acre farm 
to the university. It is located in Clarkston, 
Utah, and has been in the family for more 
than 100 years. The farm will be used 
for research work by USU’s Agricultural 
Experiment Station. Scott is a true friend 
to USU and to the College of Agriculture 
and Applied Sciences.  
Cody and Elizabeth Bingham. Photo by Gary Neuenswander.
Barbara and Dave Kragthorpe.
Photo by Donna Barry.
Scott Fuhriman. Photo by Gary Neuenswander.
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’50s
 Gary Nelson ’59 has retired in Milton, 
Fla, after 31 years working as a flight 
simulator instructor, program manager, 
and site manager for the U.S. Navy Flight 
Training Program, training Navy, Marine, 
Coast Guard and foreign students in both 
fixed-wing primary and helicopter advanced 
training. Prior to that, Nelson served 
21 years in the Navy as a Naval Aviator, 
including tours to Vietnam.
’60s
 Edwin Madigan ’63 Barry McIntyre 
’63, Ted Roskuszka ’63, Dr. Mehdi Heravi 
’63 and Thomas McLaughlin ’63 held 
their own USU 1963 mini reunion of sorts 
earlier this year in Estes Park, Colo. They 
look a little different than they did during 
their days on campus, but they’re definitely 
still Aggies: the photos show them, arms 
around each other, sitting and grinning in 
wet, spring snow.
’70s
 David M. Rose ’72 retired as an elemen-
tary school teacher after 28 years of service 
this last June. He was chosen Teacher of the 
Year in 2011. Rose spent the last three years 
of his career as a science teacher. He lives 
in Pleasant Hill, Calif., with his wife of 24 
years and has two children, a son in high 
school and a daughter studying geology at 
UC Davis. He has traveled widely and looks 
forward to more adventures in his retire-
ment.
’80s
 Jay S. Miller ’80 M.S. chief of 
interpretation for Arkansas State Parks, 
retired with 37 years of service to the 
agency. He began his park career as state 
trails coordinator and park planner, and 
served the past 29 years as administrator 
of program services. Miller has presented 
sessions at countless regional, national, and 
international conferences, and published 
articles in The Interpreter and Legacy 
magazines. He was part of an team of 
trainers hosted by South Korea, was a 
consultant to U.S. National Parks, the 
Madagascar National Park Service and 
Bolivia National Parks. He received the 
National Association for Interpretation’s 
Master Interpretive Manager Award, the 
NAI Region 6 Meritorious Achievement 
Award and the Fellow/Lifetime 
Achievement Award. In retirement, Miller 
plans to provide keynote, and motivational 
speaking through his consulting company, 
Interpretive Communications. He is a 
Certified Public Manager, a Certified 
Interpretive Planner and a Certified 
Interpretive Trainer. Married with three 
children, he lives in Little Rock, Ark.
 Bradford R. Rich ’85 president of 
SkyWest, Inc., which includes SkyWest 
Airlines, Inc., ExpressJet Airlines, Inc., and 
SkyWest Leasing, now serves on Inter-
mountain Healthcare’s Board of Trustees. 
Rich received a bachelor’s degree in ac-
counting from Utah State University. He 
has served on the SelectHealth board, is a 
director of the annual Dixie Classic Golf 
Tournament and has served on the City of 
St. George Water and Power Board.
 Gay Wayman ’82, ’83 M.S. has pub-
lished a collection of her essays in Life and 
Laundry: Surviving the Spin Cycle, available 
on amazon.com. “My hope is that readers 
will find something that resonates with 
them; be it joyful, emotional, passionate or 
pragmatic. There is a place for all of it in 
our lives,” she said.
’90s
 Erik Anderson ’99 recently joined 
Logan Simpson Design (LSD) as a senior 
environmental planner in Salt Lake 
City. Erik has 14 years of experience 
in National Environmental Policy Act 
(NEPA) and natural resource management 
planning for federal clients. Anderson 
received his bachelor’s degree, in civil and 
environmental engineering from Utah 
State University and his M.A.S. degree in 
environmental policy and management 
from the University of Denver in 2009. 
 Eric. D Hone ’94 a shareholder in the 
litigation and in the entertainment and 
sports department at Gordon Silver in 
Las Vegas was recently named one of the 
“Top 100 Lawyers in the Mountain States” 
by SuperLawyers.com. Previously he was 
named among the “Legal Elite,” by Nevada 
Business for 2009-2013, and as a “Top 
Lawyer” by Vegas INC., in 2012. Hone’s 
practice is focused on business litigation, 
as well as sports and entertainment law. 
He also has considerable experience in 
construction law. He received his Juris 
Doctor from the Duke University School  
of Law.
 Lance Jacobs ’93 is now General Man-
ager for North America for German-based 
software security company Avira. Jacobs is 
responsible for day-to-day operations, in-
creasing end-user and channel sales, as well 
as improving awareness of the Avira brand 
in North America. He is based in Burlin-
game, Calif. Jacobs’ career to-date spans two 
decades in the software industry, focused 
mainly on sales, business development and 
marketing. Most recently, he was vice presi-
dent of sales at ThreatMetrix, before that, he 
was director of the Strategic Sales Group for 
North America at F-Secure. 
 After 12 years’ work studying the 
“fantastically intricate” human blood 
(hematopoietic) system at the George Q. 
Daley lab at HHMI/Children’s Hospital 
Boston, Mathew “Willy” Lensch ’91 has 
been recruited to become the Executive 
Director of Harvard’s Stem Cell and 
Regenerative Biology Department. He’s one 
Aggie definitely worth Googling.
’10s
 Seegrid Corporation, based in Pitts-
burgh, PA., announced Amanda Mer-
rell ’10 has been promoted to marketing 
director. Merrell has utilized unconven-
tional approaches to the material handling 
industry that have been directly responsible 
for establishing brand awareness for Seegrid. 
She joined Seegrid after graduating from 
Utah State University with a bachelor’s 
degree in journalism and communications, 
with an emphasis in public relations. Seegrid 
is the leading manufacturer of vision-guided 
robotic industrial trucks.
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’40s  
Orrin Francis Curtis ’44, Aug. 7, UT
Don Dahlquist ’47, Jun. 28, UT
David O. Dance ’47, Aug. 3, WA
Elaine Ely (Cullimore) ’46, Aug. 11, UT
Edna Fisher (Beutler) ’44 Att, Jul. 8, OK
Mary U. Gardiner ’49, Jun. 20, UT
Neda Gyllenskog (Herbert) ’42 Att, 
 Jul. 12, UT
Lois Hulme (Bridges) ’48 Att, Jun. 11, UT
Howard B. Jensen ’42, Jun. 28, WY
Lucile F. Short Johnson ’41 Att, Jul. 24, UT
Verl Langston ’46 Att, Jul. 16, UT
Dean A. Nield ’48 Att, Jul. 7, UT
Anne R. Palmer (Ryan) ’44, Jun. 29, PA
Ellen M. Silver-Jackson (Maughan) ’43,  
 Jul. 10, UT
Lavor L. Smith ’46 Att, Jul. 13, UT
Fred R. Stewart ’45 Att, Jul. 20, ID
Vernetta Weston (Coombs) ’42 Att,   
 Jun. 21, NM
Keith L. Williams ’49, Jul. 25, ID
Quentin C. Winder ’49, Jul. 25, UT
’50s  
Jeannine Anderson ’53, Jun. 15, UT
Ralph M. Arrington ’56, Sept. 28, AZ
Pauline Ballard (Conrad) ’57 Att, Jul. 15, ID
LaVer W. Bentley ’53, Aug. 4, UT
Clarence John Carroll ’58, Jul. 4, AZ
Charles Frederick Caskey, Sr. ’56, ’59MS,  
 Jun. 8, FL
Garth Langton Chambers ’58, Jul. 19, UT
Milton Deverl Cutler ’59, Jun. 11, UT
Shirley J. Davis (Lamb) ’51, Jul. 5, CA
Lester Fluckiger ’50, Jul. 11, WY
Donald W. Gillis ’51, Mar. 14, CA
Moylen D. Heslop ’56, Jun. 15, UT
George H. Hunt ’53MS, Jul. 11, ID
Donna Kramer (Law) ’50, Jul. 23, UT
Marcus Eli Lee ’50, Jun. 21, UT
Gary B. Leishman ’58, ’67MED,   
 Jul. 18, UT
Dennis R. Mathews ’58 Att, Aug. 11, UT
James C. Mendenhall ’57 Att, Jun. 24, ID
Beverly Nash (Bell) ’50 Att, Jun. 12, UT
Marilyn Newton ’58, Jul. 18, UT
Master Sergeant Homer L. Nielson ’51 Att,  
 Jul. 27, ID
Arlo K. Palmer ’52, Jul. 10, WA
Christie P. Phippen ’55 Att, Aug. 10, UT
Virginia L. Rawley (Kay) ’52, Aug. 12, UT
Lloyd L. Sorensen ’51, ’67MS, ’71EDS,  
 Jul. 13, ID
Jolene Ahlstrom Weight ’54 Att, Jul. 10, UT
Richard H. White ’56, Jul. 30, UT
Elved J. Williams, Jr. ’50, Jun. 22, UT
 
  
’60s  
Darrell W. Anderson ’65 Att, Jun. 29, UT
Katherine Joyce Barker (Dawson) ’64,   
 Jun. 14, UT
Charles F. Black, Jr. ’64, Jul. 6, UT
Dale F. Christopherson ’64, ’76MS,   
 Jun. 17, UT
Gordon E. Churchill ’68 Att, Jun. 10, UT
Tanya L. Evans (Collins) ’68, Jul. 14, VA
Meriden Foster ’62 Att, Jun. 20, UT
Stanley H. Giles ’68, May 28, CA
John W. Glauser ’60, Jul. 9, UT
Terri Burtenshaw Gordon ’69, Jul. 6, UT
Kristin L. Hansen ’69, Jul. 7, UT
Thomas S. Hurren ’64 Att, Jul. 13, UT
Joyce H. James ’68, Jul. 28, UT
Gabe LaBruzza ’61 Att, Jul. 12, AZ
Ned A. Newman ’62, Jun. 28, UT
Wayne H. Robinson ’65, Jul. 10, UT
Norma J. Steed ’64 Att, Jun. 17, UT
Arlene White Williams ’62, Aug. 3, UT
Gwen Wiser ’63, Jul. 29, UT
Carlton G. Wood ’63, ’64MS, Jul. 21, TN
   
AGGIES
Travel with the
“ ”The Utah State University Alumni Association Travel with the Aggies 
program gives Aggies and friends opportunities to see the world and 
continue their educational experiences, so pack your bags and visit faraway 
lands with us. Explore countries, cultures, and marvel at natural beauty 
while making lasting friendships around the globe. 
Below is a list of our current Travel with the Aggies opportunities. 
For complete information or to reserve your space, contact 
Scott Olson at (800) 291-2586, scott.olson@usu.edu, or visit 
www.usu.edu/alumni/travel.
Upcoming Programs
Splendors Down Under
February 21-March 11, 2014
Kentucky Derby Weekend
May 1-4, 2014
Greek Isles Odyssey
May 14-22, 2014
Paris to Normandy 
for 70th Anniversary of D-Day
June 30-July 8, 2014
        
The world is a book, and those who do not 
travel read only one page. 
—St. Augustine
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’70s  
Brad C. Adams ’76, ’82MFA, May 14, OR
Jeffrey Guy Allred ’76 Att, Jun. 17, ID
Marc M. Brown ’75, Apr. 24, CO
Michael B. Curry ’70MMA, Aug. 1, AZ
Ivan Erskine ’75, Jul. 8, UT
Cloyd Harrison ’73 Att, Aug. 8, UT
Mary Lou Hunter ’71 Att, Jun. 16, UT
Patrick Dana Jensen ’75, Jul. 23, UT
Clinton L. Jeppsen ’70, ’72MS, Jun. 18, UT
Joel Clement Kidd ’74 Att, Jun. 13, UT
Rodney Lemon ’78, Jun. 13, UT
Herbert Ludwig ’76 Att, Jul. 2, UT
Leisa Mattson (Harris) ’77, ’84MBA,   
 Jun. 14, UT
Larry L. Munk ’74 Att, Jul. 21, UT
Michael L. Murray ’76 Att, Jun. 20, UT
Maurine Anderson Niederer ’70, Jul. 27, UT
Vaughn Carl Shaw ’72, Jun. 16, UT
David F. Steckelberg ’77, Jun. 13
Scott E. VanDyke ’71, Jul. 16, UT
Ronald C. Ward ’73 Att, Jun. 14, ID
    
’80s  
Darrell O. Bybee ’88, Jul. 11, UT
Roxanne Latham Mecham ’87, Jun. 18, MI
Marilynn Z. Nielson ’89MED, Jul. 19, UT
Franchot L. Olson ’86 Att, Jul. 6, UT
Paula K. Shanley ’87, Jul. 6, CO
 
’90s  
Christine Ann Costalez (Buhler) ’92 Att,  
 Jul. 26, ID
Jennifer Hovinga ’97, Jun. 20, UT
Starla Marie Millward ’92, ’94MS,   
 Jul. 2, UT
Rosalie Owens ’96MED, Jun. 28, UT
   
’2000s  
Dale L. Baker ’00MCED, Aug. 5, ID
Judy Barton ’02MED, Jul. 10, UT
Andrea J. Bastian (Reynolds) ’05,   
 Jun. 19, UT
Sherri Day ’08 Att, Jul. 15, UT
Trevor Douglas King ’00 Att, Jul. 4, UT
Dana Meg Henderson ’09, Jun. 13, UT 
Vina Kiro ’00 Att, Jul. 19, UT
Erin R. Simmons ’04, Jul. 12, UT
Jake B. Sorenson ’02 Att, Jun. 17, UT
Ann Wilde ’03, Aug. 8, UT
    
’2010s  
Sonny P. Hinh ’14 Att, Jun. 19, UT
Micah Rex Morris ’11, Aug. 10, UT
Guy Clancey Rinderknecht ’13 Att,   
 Mar. 17, ID
Attenders   
Jack N. Allred Jul. 19, UT
Chris Bailey Jul. 18, UT
Roxanne R. Beal (Rudisill) Jul. 9, WA
Al T. Christensen Jul. 25, UT
Jay T. Collins Jun. 30, UT
Anthony J. Compton Aug. 3, UT
Paul Cook Aug. 5, UT
Dorothy Fry Jul. 19, UT
Elvain Gibson Jun. 9, UT
Bill Gonzales Jul. 11, UT
Gregory L. Huntington Jun. 30, UT
Robert Limone Jul. 29, UT
Nick Martinez Jun. 17, UT
Robert Milano Jul. 7, UT
Jerroleane Olsen (Jackson) Aug. 1, UT
Shirley B. Palmer Aug. 1, UT
Marjorie Pectol Jul. 14, UT
Carl J. Polito Jun. 8
Shirley Ramsay Jul. 23, UT
Bonnie Jean Robertson Jul. 2, UT
Linda Russell (Tucker) Jul. 5, UT
Herman M. Seppi Jun. 24, UT
Raymond Edward Sisneros Jun. 25, UT
Edwin Smith Jul. 2, UT
Robert C. Thomas Jun. 3, TX
Fred Tryon Aug. 1, UT
Frank A. Ularich, Jr. Jun. 15, AZ
Floyd R. Zemlock Jul. 21, UT
Bob Allen Att, Jul. 22, ID
Sherry L. Aucoin (Green) Att, Jun. 11, UT
Iris H. Ballard (Hamilton) Att, Jul. 5, UT
Alfred C. Blonquist Att, Jun. 29, UT
Helen Woodbury Blonquist Att, Jul. 25, UT
Pete Bruno , Aug. 5, UT
Linda Burrows (Russell) Att, Jul. 7, UT
Mazel K. Callister Att, Jun. 27, UT
Gordon K. Dunn Att, Jul. 25, UT
Elaine Evans (Larsen) Att, Aug. 9, UT
Keep in Touch
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generations to come.
Your gift can benefit hundreds of students for
A scholarship funded through your estate costs you nothing now, but will help 
future USU students.  Learn more about planned giving opportunities at
www.usu.edu/plannedgiving
Questions?
Contact Joan Scheffke
(435) 797-7191
joan.scheffke@usu.edu
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Dennis Dobson Jul. 1, UT
Todd Eagar Jul. 20, CA
W. H. Ellis Jun. 16, UT
Wendell L. Ensor, Jr. Jan. 5, AZ
Donald A. Fife Jul. 9, WA
Norman Garner Jul. 10, UT
David D. Halladay Jun. 19, UT
Cyle Hardman Jul. 13, UT
Peter Henderson Jun. 13, UT
David Austin Hinton Aug. 7, UT
Barbara M. Hoff Jul. 12, ID
Marjorie Chandler Hoffman Jun. 29, UT
Brooke Hopkins Jul. 31, UT
Jay D. Hoth Aug. 2, UT
Francis E. Jones Jun. 1, CO
Morris Jones Jul. 13, UT
Robert H. Killpack Jun. 20, UT
Marian Kimber Jun. 24, UT
Albert L. Kuipers Jun. 19, UT
Garth Leishman Jun. 28, UT
John A. Lindquist Jun. 30, UT
Howard D. Lowe Jun. 10, UT
James F. McCluskey Jul. 30, NV
Carolyn Krompel McCurdy Jun. 15, UT
Liz Mcfarlane Jul. 12, UT
Vicki McNeil Jul. 10, UT
DeWayne L. Olsen Jun. 13, UT
Ora J. Owens Jul. 14, UT
Catherine F. Peterson Jun. 12, PA
Will L. Pitkin, Jr. Jul. 21, OR
Paul C. Pollei Jul. 18, UT
Josephine Pugsley Jul. 14, UT
Ruth H. Rampton Jun. 26, UT
E. Lamont Richards Jun. 23, UT
Vern Romney Jul. 13, UT
Mildred G. Schenck Jul. 25, UT
Blake W. Sharp Jun. 28, UT
Jack E. Sherman Aug. 4, UT
William Skousen Jun. 26, UT
Jim Stavrakakis Jul. 21, UT
Kathleen Suisse Jul. 31, UT
Paul D. Thompson Jul. 4, UT
Joye Wall Jun. 6
Whitney Wallace Jun. 9, UT
Karen Wikstrom Aug. 9, UT
Blaine A. Wilcox Aug. 11, UT
Kent L. Fillmore Att, Jul. 1, OR
Barbara Gardiner (Welling) Att, Jun. 13, UT
Gordon L. Gibbs Att, Jun. 17, ID
Blaine Hale Att, Jul. 17, UT
Herb Harrop Att, May 21, ID
Lisle Jensen Att, Jul. 9, UT
W. Lynn Jensen Att, Jul. 4, UT
Russell D. Jorgensen Att, Jun. 10, AZ
Mary E. Linnell (May) Att, Jun. 16, UT
Barbara Lois Bonner Lister Att, Jul. 31, UT
Ronald Jensen Moody Att, Jul. 15, UT
George M. Murray Att, Jun. 19, ID
Ann Roylance Ostergaard Att, Jun. 23, UT
Duane S. Perkins Att, Jun. 23, UT
Glen Samuel Singleton Att, Jul. 31, UT
Carolyn K. Smith (Palmer) Att, Jun. 5, UT
Robert Lamond Stratton Att, Jul. 11, WA
Guila Toone (Wyatt) Att, Jul. 10, UT
Charles R. Ward Att, Jun. 20, ID
Darwin N Williams Att, Jun. 22
W. Kent Williams Att, Jul. 5, UT
Michelle W. Worsencroft (Wahlquist) Att,  
 Jun. 18, UT
Richard C. Worthen Att, Jun. 30, UT
Joseph E. Yonk Att, Aug. 4, UT
Doug Zollinger Att, Aug. 9, UT
    
Friends  
Barbara Allred Jun. 25, UT
Vernon Arne Jul. 13, UT
Remona Atkinson Jul. 24, UT
Billy J. Baker Aug. 9, UT
Mervyn Bennion III Jun. 30, UT
Ronald C. Bingham Jul. 1, UT
Carl D. Blair Jul. 6, UT
Frederick D. Bowen Jul. 2, UT
Dario Brisighella Jun. 19, UT
Jonnie Bullen (Blackett) Aug. 13, UT
Gwendolyn Cannon Jul. 4, UT
Richard C. Clarke Jul. 15, UT
Verla Clarke Jun. 18, UT
Wanda Condit Jun. 19, UT
Arnona Dattage Jul. 25, UT
Grace Davis Jun. 18, UT
Michael W. Devine Jun. 16, UT
Saving for your loved one’s higher education is a 
good way to inspire their future. When you save 
with the Utah Educational Savings Plan, you help 
make that future possible.
•	Free to open an account
•	No minimum or ongoing contribution 
requirements
•	Federal and Utah state tax advantages 800.418.2551  |  uesp.org
A nonprofit 529 college savings program
Read the Program Description for more information and consider all investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses 
before investing. Call 800.418.2551 for a copy of the Program Description or visit uesp.org.
Investments are not guaranteed by UESP, the Utah State Board of Regents, UHEAA, or any other state or federal 
agency. However, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) insurance is provided for the FDIC-insured savings 
account. Please read the Program Description to learn about the FDIC-insured savings account. Your investment 
could lose value.
Non-Utah taxpayers and residents: You should determine whether the state in which you or your beneficiary 
pay taxes or live offers a 529 plan that provides state tax or other benefits not otherwise available to you by 
investing in UESP. You should consider such state tax treatment and benefits, if any, before investing in UESP.
Open a UESP account 
and begin saving today.
UESP Rated a Gold 529 
Plan by Morningstar
“Simplicity, combined with 
ingenuity, makes the Utah 
Educational Savings Plan 
among the best choices 
for college savers.”
Morningstar, Inc., 
October 2012
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Logan UT 84322-1422
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